First Advantage’s SkillCheck Assessments have long provided powerful, customizable software-based skills testing for networks and standalone PCs. SkillCheck tests can also be accessed from any computer with an Internet connection, permitting testing in the office, at home, or from remote locations such as job fairs.

Now, with the advent of SkillCheck Version 5, organizations that still want or need to have software-based testing solutions can continue desktop testing from behind their firewall while taking advantage of some of the biggest benefits of online testing, including the ability to centralize test scores in an online database and access the same lookup and reporting features from any Internet browser.

Ideal for organizations with multiple locations using a combination of PC, network and online implementations, SkillCheck’s new Integrity ScoreSynch feature lets you standardize skills testing and centralize scores administration across your organization and protect yourself against data loss caused by hard disk crashes or database corruption.

**INTEGRITY SCORESYNCH**

ScoreSynch is part of First Advantage Assessment Solutions’ Integrity line of integration products and services. Users of SkillCheck Version 5 software running on PCs and networks will have access to the same easy-to-use test administration features that have been the hallmark of SkillCheck assessment solutions. In addition, ScoreSynch automatically takes score data from PCs and networks running SkillCheck and uploads them to the same secure Internet database used to store scores for First Advantage’s Internet testing customers.

With Integrity ScoreSynch, your testing PCs are no longer “islands” of data. Once testing is completed, Integrity ScoreSynch uploads score data to an online testing account created automatically for each customer, allowing organizations to find scores for any candidate taking any test from any location by searching a single, online database.
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STAYING ON THE DESKTOP/MOVING ONLINE

Whether you plan to continue giving testing from local workstations, or move your testing completely online, SkillCheck Version 5 enables you to bridge the gap between software and Internet testing. For example, customers who wish to continue to perform in-office testing on the desktop while leveraging Internet testing to send e-Tickets will have access to all test scores from the same online database. And if you plan to move completely online you will continue to have access to test scores generated on Version 5 software, even after you transition to online.

ADDITIONAL NEW FEATURES OF SKILLCHECK VERSION 5

In addition to Integrity ScoreSynch, SkillCheck Version 5 provides a streamlined interface to help you organize the many standard and custom tests that may be available on your SkillCheck system. A new test-filtering feature allows you to more easily sort through the hundreds of tests that are available to First Advantage customers, eliminating the need to scroll through long lists of test titles.

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER

A leading industry innovator, First Advantage Assessment Solutions is the only test provider to continually enhance and expand the power and flexibility of both its software and Internet-based testing solutions. In addition to enabling you with Version 5’s powerful score centralization and test management features, SkillCheck also lets you:

- Customize tests using SkillCheck databases of thousands of test questions.
- Create your own test questions and place them into custom tests alongside SkillCheck test items.
- Leverage performance-based testing to measure software skills with perfect simulations of software products such as Microsoft Office 2003.
- Employ a unique review feature that allows test takers to go back at the end of a test to try test questions again.
- Access advanced reporting that allows you to review how a candidate performed on one test or on multiple tests, as well as reports on all candidates who have taken a particular test. The feature not only consolidates information about individuals and tests, but provides attractive reports that can be used for sales and marketing purposes.

First Advantage

Innovative SkillCheck assessments give you the insight you need to hire, develop and promote the people who can make a positive difference. Available for PC, network and Internet deployment, our assessments deliver a powerful combination of performance-based and knowledge-based questions, secure/remote testing, and advanced reporting functionality. Need something even more targeted? The First Advantage Assessment Solutions team can customize a testing solution that will meet your most exacting needs.

For more information, contact your First Advantage Sales Representative at 800.648.3166, or visit www.FADVAssessments.com.